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Ai~tract--The Zolotarev polynomials are of importance in theoretical and practical approxi- 
mation. They are connected with elliptic functions, thus an explicit description presents dit~culties. 
We exhibit polynomials of simple structure which have similar approximation properties to those 
of the Zolotarev polynomials and therefore can replace them in many cases. Our error estimates 
extend and improve results due to Bernstein and Reddy. Further we discuss generalizations and 
the relation to the Carath6odory-Fej~r approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind is extreme in the sense that among all polynomials 
with the same leading term it has minimal sup-norm over [ -  1, 1]. A Zolotarev polynomial 
has the corresponding property when two (consecutive) leading coefficients are given. One 
can consider further generalizations and prescribe three or more terms. The approxi- 
mations thus obtained can be used as follows: one replaces a given continuous function 
first by a polynomial of large degree and then the latter by a polynomial of lower degree. 
It is difficult to describe the Zolotarev polynomials explicitly in a way showing all their 
relevant properties; they are connected with elliptic functions (see, for example, the recent 
paper by Carlson and Todd [1]). Asymptotic descriptions are easier to obtain but not so 
useful for purposes where one wants rather sharp and good error estimates. Hence there 
are continuing research efforts, see, for example, Clenshaw [2], Lain and Elliot [3], Elliot 
and Lain [4], Talbot [5], Reddy [6] and the books by Bernstein [7, 8], Meinardus [9] and 
Achieser [10]. 
Among the methods used in this connection the most useful is perhaps the 
Carath~odory-Fej~r approximation (CF approximation). The method is quite old but only 
recently has it found the attention it deserves (see Gutknecht and Trefethen [11] and 
Trefethen and Guknecht [12] and the papers quoted there, especially Hollenhorst [13]). The 
main idea is to consider power series having constant modulus on the unit circle. They 
serve as remainders in the approximations considered. To make this idea work one usually 
solves an eigenvalue problem and a recursion. Due to these steps it is rather difficult to 
give good a priori bounds, while it is much easier to obtain a posteriori bounds or 
asymptotic estimates. Hence we use the Carath~odory-Fej~r idea but in a way suitable for 
our purposes. 
We are mainly interested in Zolotarev polynomials and the approximation exhibited by 
them. The tail is the best approximation to the function given by the two leading terms in 
aTm+,+ T,~÷~+q,,, (aeR), 
where the T, are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, and q,, is a polynomial-of 
degree not exceeding m. 
Here we introduce modified tails which yield a good or almost best approximation. 
These modified tails are easy to describe and to compute. The same is true for the error 
bounds which are quite small (compare also with the work of Bernstein[7, 8] and 
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Reddy [6]). Reddy has recently treated our problem in a modified setting. He also quotes 
the result by Bernstein [8]. Bernstein's estimate is in the spirit of our Theorem 6, but it only 
treats a special case. The inclusion bounds of the authors mentioned are coarser and less 
lucid. For more details see Section 3. 
We start with a geometric series (connected with the Carathrodory-Fejrr idea). We 
truncate this series in a direct way or in a modified way (using "throwback"). Further, 
an iterative refinement is available. Passing to the real case (by taking real parts) we have 
to "fold" the series in a certain sense. These methods yield polynomials of the desired type. 
In addition, we discuss possibilities to extend our considerations to more general cases. 
For further literature concerned with Zolotarev polynomials the reader is referred to 
Carlson and Todd [1]. 
2. BASIC FORMULAE AND ESTIMATES 
Our results originate from the following simple observation: 
Lemma 1. For -1  <b < 1 and a:= -b ( l  -b ' )  -I, the identity 
[az 4. 1 4. bz-1 4. b2z-2.4.. " ' l  = ( l  - -  b2)  -x 
holds true for all z ~ C satisfying I z [ = I. 
In fact, the sum of this series is 
-bz / ( l  - b 2) 4. 1/(1 - b/z) = (1 - bz)(l - b2) -j (1 - b/z) - ' ,  
hence essentially a Blaschke function. [] 
We always determine b by 
2ab=l - ( l+4a2)  I/2 for real a~0,  
and b: = 0 for a = 0. Our procedure amounts to determining the CF approximation to 
az 4- 1 [cf. 11, 12]. 
Now we proceed via truncation of the series, and we estimate the series remainder as 
follows (n = - 1,0, 1, 2 . . . .  ): 
[b"+lz - " - t4 .b"+2z-" -24 . ' " l= l (b /z ) "* l / (1  -b/z) l<~lb"+tl / ( !  - [b l )  for lz l - -  1. 
In the case b ~0 equality is attained only for z = sign b. For later comparison 
(Lemma 3) and reference (Section 3) we state: 
Lemma2. For - l<b<l ,a ,=-b(1 -b2)  -1 and n=0,1 ,2  . . . .  wehave 
for I z l=  1, 
laz 4. 1 + ' .  " + b 'z - ' l  <~ 1/(1 -b2)  + lb"+'l/(! - Ibl). 
Of course, there is also a corresponding lower bound. The latter is attained for z - sign b 
(if b ~ 0). 
Next we modify the remainder by a "throwback" process where we write 
kffin+l kffi0 
Then an application of Lemma 1 yields: 
Lemma3.  For - l  <b < l ,  a ,=-b( l -bZ)  -t and n=0,1 ,2  . . . .  theesti- 
mate 
laz + 1 +. . .  + b" - l z  -"*1 + b"(! - ab)z-" l  <~ (1 + Ib"+tt)/(l - b'-) 
holds true for Izl = 1. 
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Indeed, we have 
hence 
+ k .o  
]az + l + . . .+  b~-~z-n+~ + b"(l -ab)z -n [  <<. (I -b  ' ) - '  + ]b[n÷t(l -b  ")-L [] 
We also mention the relation 
1 - ab  = 1 + b2( l  -b ' )  - I  = (1 - b ' )  - I .  
Although our considerations are quite simple (and could be refined by some more 
complicated computations) they will give us approximations to the Zolotarev polynomials 
which in many cases are remarkably good. 
Now we introduce a factor z m+~ (m = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  ) and consider 
z,, + i 1 - bz 
H(z) := l_b  2" l -b /z  
= az"+ 2 + z"+ t + bz" + b2zm- t + . . .. 
Of course, for ]z]= I, this function has also modulus (1 -b2)  -~. Its graph has the 
winding number m + 1 with respect o the origin, since (1 -bz ) / ( l  -b /z )  has winding 
number 0 because of ]b] < 1. In more detail: for z = e", 0 ~ t ~< 2n, the (properly defined) 
argument of z m+~ increases from 0 to (2m + 2)~ while the argument of the fraction 
(1 - bz)/( l  - b/z)  oscillates with values in the closed interval [ -2  arc sin b, 2 arc sin b], 
and value 0 for t = 0, tt and 2~. Hence there are points 0 = to < tt < • • • tw+z = 2u with 
t=+~ =~ for which the argument of H takes the values 0,7:,2n . . . . .  (2m +2)~,  
respectively. 
Let us now take real parts. We obtain a cosine series and introduce the Chebyshev 
polynomials: 
Tk(x) := coskt  for - l  <<.x =cost  <~ l ,n  >>.t =arccosx  >>.O,k ~27 
with T_k = Tk. Then we get for h:= Re H: 
h =aT, ,+,+ Tm+t +bTm+b2T=_,  +""  
and 
Ilhll~:-- max I h (x ) l=( l -b2)  -t. 
- I~x~l  
Our observations lead to: 
Lemma 4. Given h := ReH as above (with - l  <b  < 1, a :=-b(1  -b2) - t ) ,  
then there are points - 1 ~< x0 < x~ < • •. < x" + ~ = 1 such that 
h(x~) = ( -  1) "+'-~l lh ]l~ = ( -1 )  "+t -k( l  -b2)  -'- 
The proof  is based on the preparations above. We take x~:= COSt".~_k 
(k = 0, I . . . . .  m + 1), then the alternation property is immediate. [] 
Of course, more information about the xk and the behaviour of h is available. In any 
case h has an extremal alternation of length m + 2; thus we cannot diminish II h II ~ by 
changing the coefficients of Tk for I kl~< m. 
3. MODIF IED ZOLOTAREV POLYNOMIALS  
We introduce the Zolotarev polynomials in the following way 
m =0,  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ) :  
Zo: = Z~.m÷z: = aT,~+2 + T"÷t +q* ,  
(for a~R,  
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where q* is the (uniquely determined) algebraic polynomial of degree <~m which mini- 
mizes 
IIZ..~-=ll~== max IZ . . . .  .,(x)l. -I~x~l 
In other words, the polynomial q* e P ,  (algebraic polynomials of degree at most m) is the 
best uniform approximation (over the interval [ -1 ,  1]) to the function aTm+2+ T,,,~ 
having the given leading coefficients a and 1. In the case a = 0, the minimum problem is 
solved by q* = 0. In addition, for large a we obtain a good approximation if we replace 
q* by 0. 
The Zolotarev polynomials are important both for theory and practice. Unfortunately, 
it is difficult to describe them explicitly (connection with elliptic functions, cf. Carlson and 
Todd [1], Meinardus [9, p. 41] and Achieser [10, p. 303]). Therefore it is useful to replace 
q* by simpler polynomials having similar approximation properties. We shall present such 
polynomials and bounds howing that the approximation is almost he best in many cases. 
In the following, we always determine b (as above) by 
2ab=l - ( l+4a2)  ta for real a#:0  
(and b:= 0 for a = 0). Then we have 
a = -b/ (1 -b2) ,  
hence Ib I ~< l a I for - 1 < b < 1. We are mainly interested in cases where a is of small or 
moderate size. 
(i) First we take 
q~: -- ~bkT~+l_k  for n=1,2  . . . . .  2m+l ;  
k-I 
we omit the trivial case q0 = 0. In particular, 
q~,+l =(b +b ~+z) T in+'"  +(b"+b ~+2) T~ +b " '~ To. 
After these preparations we state: 
Theorem5. For - l<b<l ,a=-b / ( i -b  2) and n=l ,2  . . . . .  2m+l , the  
following estimate holds true: 
1 Ib"+l J  
I[aZ'~÷=+ T"+t+q"l[~ ~l-- -7~-t 1-1b  
Proof. We have 
aT=÷,.+T.+,+ ,.,Yb*T=+,_, . = sup IRe(az*+'- + : ' , . . , . ,  "}" k-I ~ bkzrn+l-k)[ 
by Lemma 2. [] 
We remark, that for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  2m + 1, the function q, is a polynomial of degree ~< m, 
hence a Tm +, + 7",+ m+ q, is a feasible replacement for the Zolotarev polynomial Zo. m+ 2. 
(ii) Next we use 
-ab~+tT,.+l_~ for n = l 2m+l  q*: = bkTm÷l_k . . . . . .  
k=l  
The last two terms can be combined into 
(1  - ab)  b ~ T . ,+  1 - .  = b~(  1 - bZ)  - i T . ,÷  ~ _ ~. 
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We apply Lemma 3 and obtain: 
Theorem 6. For - I  < b < 1, a = -b / ( l  -b  2) the estimate 
l+ lb~+t  I 
IlaTm÷2 + Tin÷, + q.* II ~ ~< 1 -b  2 
is valid for n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,2m + 1. 
This upper bound is a bit better than that in Theorem 5, while one coefficient is more 
complicated. 
For very large l al one obtains a good approximation if one replaces q* by 0 yielding 
an error 
1 + la l  = l + Ibl/(l -b : ) - -  (1 +lbl-b2)/(1 -b ' ) .  
This bound is a result by Reddy [6], and in the case when 1 - Ib l i s  very small (i.e. lal 
very large) it is less than that in Theorem 6 (see Table l). 
Now we show that the bounds achieved in Theorems 5 and 6 are close to the norm of 
the corresponding Zolotarev polynomial. 
Theorem 7. For any a ~ R and m = 0, l, 2 . . . . .  the estimate 
1 - -  Ib="+21 
II Za .~ + 2 II ~ t> 1 -b  z 
is valid. 
Proof We compare the function h of Lemma 4 with 
g := aTm+2+ Tin+, +q~,+j, 
as used in Theorem 6 (with n = 2m + 1). Then we have 
I lh -g [ l~<sup azm+2+ bkz'n+l-k_az-+2_ ~ bkzr~+l-*+ab~"-z -m
Iz l -  l k -0  k -0  
is abV'+2z-'~ + b*z "+'-~ = Ib~'+2l is up az + b~z-* 
z - k -2m+2 k -0  
= [b'-"+21( 1 b2)-I, 
by Lemma 1. Therefore, at the points Xk (see Lemma 4), we have 
Ig(xDI >l lh(xDI -  IIh -g l l~  I>(1 - Ib~+2l ) ( l  -b2)  -'. 
Applying the principle of de la Vall6e-Poussin we obtain our result. [] 
We remark that in Theorems 6 and 7, for b = ½, m = 4, n = 2m + ! = 9, we have 
b~+2= 2-10 < 10 -3 , 
i.e. very small compared with the first term in the sum (for rather small m and for rather 
large a = -2/3). 
Sometimes it can be appropriate to consider a -~Zo with the leading coefficient equal to 
l (for a # 0). In addition, one can replace the Chebyshev polynomials Tm by the mth power 
function (see, for example, Achieser [10]). 
Bernstein [8] showed (see also Reddy [6]) that x"+t+ ax'-' can be uniformly approxi- 
mated on [ -  l, l] for all s -- 1,2, 3 . . . .  and each real a by polynomials of degree at most 
2s -  1 with an error not greater than 
B,.,. ,: = ( la l+  x/ l  + a 2) 2-'-'[I + (I + ~/1 + a') ( l*  I + x/ l  + cr") -z'- '], 
but not better than 
b~+,: = (lal + ,,/I + or2) 2-'-'[1 - ( I  +x / l  + tr2)(la I +x / l  + a2)-~-t]. 
CA,MW A. 12B 5-6---G 
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Bernstein's result was modified by Reddy [6] who also gave an upper bound R2,+ ~ and a 
lower bound r2,~. ~ (see Table 1). Note that in Reddy's result the special case of leading 
coefficient 1 means no loss of generality. Reddy's estimate essentially is obtained by 
replacing q* by 0 which yields a good approximation for large a. In order to translate these 
bounds into our terminology we note that 
~r = 1/2a =(b 2 -  l)/2b, x/ l  ÷0"2=(1  +b")/21bl, 
l a l+v/ ' i '+a2- - - l / Ib l  and l+x / l÷t r2=( l+ lb l ) ' - /21b l .  
If we apply our results for the uniform approximation to 
x 2, + t + ax ~ = x2,+ t+ (b-" - 1) (2b) -I x2, 
on [ -  1, 1] rather than to aT2,+, + T2,, then we have to observe that the leading coefficient 
of the Chebyshev polynomial Tz,+t is 22, (see Luke[14] and Rivlin[15]). In this case 
Theorem 6 (with m + 2 = 2s + 1 and n = 2m + 1) and Theorem 7 yield the (upper and 
lower, respectively) estimates E2,+! and e~+ ~, respectively, which are compared with 
Bernstein's and Reddy's results in Table 1. 
Table I 
Lower bounds Upper bounds 
I ~(i + ibl)2 bZ~ ] S2,.,., = ~ [i _ ~(t + ibl): b:, l b~,,., = ~[  - 
I I rz,÷ ~ = ~ [I - ~(I + b z -Ibl)l Rz,+, = ~ (1 + [bl - b-') 
1 ! 
e2,.,., = 2~--~.V~ (I - b") E2,.., = ~ (I + b "~') 
For the lower bounds, we obviously have 
(i) b,,+ i ~< e2,+ i for all I b I < 1 and all s = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
(ii) r2,+l<~e2,+l if b4'-2~<~; 
for the upper bounds we obtain 
(iii) E2,+I~<B2,+I for all Ib l< l  and all s=1,2 ,3  . . . . .  
(iv) E2,+,<~R2,+~ i fand  only if Ib l4"-~+lb[~<l.  
In addition, we mention that both Bernstein and Reddy only consider the case of an odd 
power as the leading term, while we admit leading powers of arbitrary order. 
We conclude this section with a simple example. For m = 0 and l al~< ¼ we have 
IlaT2+ Zt +bT0l l~- - ( l  -b2+ Ibl3)(l -b2)  -~, 
since the function considered is monotone. Here we have used qt as an approximating 
polynomial. The approximant q~ leads to 
It Za.21l ~ = IlaT2 + Zl -aZo l l~ = 1, 
and thus to a better result than that given by the full series. 
4. REMARKS 
If we replace q~* in the considerations leading to Theorem 6 by q,_.,* (with n = 2m + l) 
then we have to take into account hat * qn. :  contains the terms 
bn+2(1 -- b2) - I  T~.2 + b "+ t Tin+ 1. 
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This leads to: 
Lemma 8. For real a and b as above the estimate 
II a (1 - b z'+2) T,,+2 + (1 + b ~'+2) Tin+ !+ q*+ ill ~ ~< (1 + Ib~"+4l)(1 - b2) - i 
holds (for m = 0, 1,2, 3 . . . .  ). 
Thus the coefficients a and ! of T,,+2 and T,,+ i, respectively, have been changed. The 
size of the deviation can be estimated. But also the following procedure is possible. We 
denote the original coefficient of T,,.2 by a0 and determine the new coefficients a~ and b I 
such that we have 
a o= a,(l -b~+2)(1 +b~+2)  -1. 
This can be done by an iteration starting with bo ~ b,. Often a few steps will be sufficient. 
It is also possible to obtain error estimates in terms of the original values ao (and bo). Of 
course, iterations of Remez type are also available. 
Next we briefly consider the problem how to approximate (from P.,) a function 
cT,,+3 + aT,,+2 + T,,+ i. 
We have already treated the case c = 0. Also the case a = 0 is analogous (replace z by z 2 
in our investigations). For arbitrary coefficients a and c we can use decompositions 
(multiplicative, additive, recursive) including error estimates and iterative refinements. But 
the situation is more complicated; in particular, the sign of ac has significance. 
In addition, we mention the general case (CF approximation, Zolotarev polynomials). 
The basic relation is now 
[a,z'+'.'+aoz°+ ~ b,z-k[=[2[ (for I z l  = 1). 
k- I  
Here the ak are given, and we have to determine the bk and 2 such that the relation holds. 
This is usually done by solving an eigenvalue problem and a recursion [11, 12]. But there 
are also possibilities for a more direct iteration and for determining ood initial 
approximations (including error estimates). We mention the relation 
a~+".+a~+ ~ b~=22. 
k- I  
The proof uses integration and orthogonality. This gives a lower bound for [2 J, namely 
I:. I ~> (a~ +. . .  + a02) 1/2, 
which together with upper bounds facilitates our considerations. 
Next we consider a function 
m+l  
f= Z akT,,+l+k 
k-  -m-  I 
(an initial approximation to an infinite series). In the usual procedure one computes the 
coefficients using a discrete (fast) Fourier transform based on 2m + 3 knots and function 
evaluation. Then one can apply the Carathrodory-Fej~r principle. 
More economical (and in many cases good enough) is the following process. One takes 
the knots corresponding to the extrema of T,,+I (in [ -1 ,  I]); from the corresponding 
interpolation polynomial one omits the term with T,,+I. This well-known oscillating 
interpolation has been investigated in more detail by Phillips and Taylor [16] (see also Fox 
and Parker [17, p. 67]). It yields a polynomial 
p = (a_, +a,)  T , .+. . .  +(a_, ,+a,,)  T, +(a_.._l + a..+,)  T 0. 
In case la0l>>[a,[>>... (>>:= much larger than) this is a rather good approximation 
(resembling a linearized form of the CF approximation). One can improve it (along the 
lines outlined above) if one has knowledge about al. And the latter can be obtained by 
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an additional function evaluation (for m + 1 odd, the point 0 is suitable). Thus it is often 
possible in practice to compute a modified CF approximation without much effort. 
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